
"Baa  baa  black sheep,  have you a-ny    wool?"    "Yes,    yes,        3  bags  full.
                                                                                                    "Yes sir,  yes sir,      3   bags     full.

One for a scarf and    one   for  a   hat,   One for some mit-tens and     that is     that."
One for the  master  and      one    for  the  dame,     One    for  the    lit-tle boy who lived   down the     lane.

"Baa  baa black sheep,   have  you   a - ny       wool?"   "Yes,      yes,       3  bags  full."

Baa Baa Black Sheep
Key D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,Baa...

nursery rhyme
England 1744

adapted LJ Clare

"Baa Baa Black Sheep" is an English nursery rhyme sung to the French melody "Ah! Vous dirai-je, Maman"  
(also Twinkle, Twinkle,  and the Alphabet Song).  Black sheep were prized for their wool as it could be 
made into servicable clothing without being dyed.  Its possible that the nursery rhyme is a taunt against 
high taxes on wool from the 1200's.

(traditional words)

Baa Baa Black Sheep
Mittens, a hat and scarf are made from wool supplied by the sheep in this take of the traditional rhyme.  
The favouring of black sheep by farmers in the Middle Ages is explained in the mp4.
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If children are familiar with this nursery rhyme in its original form, sing/say it and ask:  "How is this 
different from the one you know?   Why do you think people change songs?"  (Discuss.)
"The nursery rhyme that you learned was written a long, long time ago in England.  Many 
people raised their own sheep so they could make clothes to keep warm.   The king said that 
he wanted some of the wool to sell and help pay for his army.   The church said they wanted 
some of the wool to help the church.   For every three bags of wool that a family made, they 
only got to keep one.   This nursery rhyme was a way of complaining without getting into 
trouble for complaining, because the king didn't like people who complained."

"What kind of clothes do you wear in the winter?  (warm ones)  What are they made out of?  
(take a few answers)  Some people make their own sweaters and hats and mitts by knitting 
wool.  (explain a bit about the process) Here's a song about wool." (Sing/play song.)

"When we sing the word "baa", let's make it sound like a sheep.  Watch my hand for the signal 
to try saying, "Baaaa".  (Use conducting signals to start and stop the baaas.)   This time when I sing 
the song, you put the Baas in.  Ready?"

"You're very good sheep.  Ready to try the whole song?   
Here we go ..."
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"Baa  baa  black sheep,  have you a-ny    wool?"    "Yes,    yes,        3  bags  full.
                                                                                                    "Yes sir,  yes sir,      3   bags     full.

One for a scarf and    one   for  a   hat,   One for some mit-tens and     that is     that."
One for the  master  and      one    for  the  dame,     One    for  the    lit-tle boy who lived   down the     lane.

"Baa  baa black sheep,   have  you   a - ny       wool?"   "Yes,      yes,       3  bags  full."

Baa Baa Black Sheep
Key D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,Baa...

nursery rhyme
England 1744

adapted LJ Clare

"Baa Baa Black Sheep" is an English nursery rhyme sung to the French melody "Ah! Vous dirai-je, Maman"  
(also Twinkle, Twinkle,  and the Alphabet Song).  Black sheep were prized for their wool as it could be 
made into servicable clothing without being dyed.  Its possible that the nursery rhyme is a taunt against 
high taxes on wool from the 1200's.

(traditional words)
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mitt

mittens

hat

scarves
scarf

mitten

hats

mitts

Check out the “Cold Weather” Word set for pocketchart composing!
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